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Foreword to the Updated and
Expanded Edition

In the five years since the publication of the first edition of Presenting to Win, I
am proud to say that it has made a significant impact upon readers, selling more
than 100,000 copies in 12 languages. By the same token, I am surprised to say
that it has not had as great an impact upon the presentation trade. Despite the
many gratifying emails, letters, and telephone calls from around the globe prais-
ing the book, and despite the continuing stream of clients that take the Power
Presentations program upon which the book is based, I’ve discovered that most
presenters, after reading the book or taking the program, nonetheless default to
a practice counter to the main theory in its pages.

Simply put, that theory is stated in the subtitle: The Art of Telling Your Story.
True to its promise, the book offers techniques about that classic art, but it does
so for only two-thirds of its total pages. The other third is about graphic design in
presentations, yet that aspect is not even mentioned on the cover. The imbalance
is intentional.

The reason for this emphasis on the story, which includes sharp audience focus,
clear structural flow, strong narrative linkages, persuasive added value, and even
specific positive verbiage, is that the story is much more important than the
graphics. No audience will react affirmatively to a presentation based on graph-
ics alone. No decisions are made, no products sold, no partnerships forged, no
projects approved, and no ships of state are launched based on a slide show.
Witness the powerful speeches that move hearts and minds: State of the Union
addresses, inaugurals, nominations, eulogies, sermons, commencements,
keynotes, and even locker room pep talks. None of them uses slides.

Therefore, what presenters say and how they say it are of far greater importance
than what they show. That is why the lion’s share of this book is devoted to help-
ing you tell your story, and why I have even  written about the delivery of your
story . . . your body language, your eye contact, and your voice . . . in a distinctly
separate new book: The Power Presenter: Technique, Style, and Strategy from
America’s Top Speaking Coach.

Does this mean that I am recommending that you abandon all slides ye who enter
the podium area? Not at all. Microsoft PowerPoint has become the medium of
choice from grade school rooms to corporate boardrooms, and far be it from me
to advise a sea change as radical as complete rejection. Graphics play several
valuable roles: as illustration of key information, as reinforcement of messages,
and as prompts for the presenter, so please leverage this powerful tool.



All I ask . . . no, urge . . . you to do is to use PowerPoint properly, by applying the
repertory of techniques provided in the other third of this book. The most essen-
tial of which is the overarching principle of relegating your graphics to a support-
ing role, making you, the presenter, the primary focus.

This seemingly simple plea for a shift of emphasis unfortunately has found very
few converts. Presentations are still universally defined by and equated with the
slides. This is standard operating procedure with every type of presentation, from
IPO road shows to private financing, from product launches to industry confer-
ences, from board meetings to sales pitches, and in every sector of business, from
information technology to life sciences, from finance to manufacturing, from
pharmaceuticals to real estate, and from media to consumer products. In my 20
years as a coach, I have worked in each of these situations, and have seen this
focus on the slides repeated ad nauseam.

Why, then, this misguided imbalance? A brief peek back into history will explain.

Presentations originated as a form of communication back in the dark ages in the
middle of the 20th century, when small peer groups within companies gathered
around a flip chart perched on a rickety easel to exchange ideas. In that setting,
the flip chart became the center of attention as a large surface that all the partic-
ipants could see and share; but it also served to document the ideas that could
later be copied and distributed to others who did not attend the session. The flip
chart was such a distinct improvement over the impermanence of a blackboard
(and its later cousin, the whiteboard) that it quickly became the display medium
of choice in business. In its earliest incarnation then, the sheets of the flip chart
served two purposes: as a display during the meeting and as a record that could
be duplicated and disseminated after the meeting. This duality can be described
as the Presentation-as-Document Syndrome.

This first step in the young life of presentations landed squarely on the wrong
foot. By combining the two functions, it formalized an essentially imprudent
assumption: that both functions served both purposes when, in fact, they served
neither; neither fish nor fowl. A display is not a document. A display is for show
(during the presentation), and a document is for tell (after the presentation).

This original sin then proceeded to morph and mutate into its current state of
worst practices, driven by successive generations of technological advances.

In the 1960s the medium of choice in the presentation trade had only evolved as
far as the primitive overhead projector. That clunky machine, used to display
transparent Mylar sheets, known as “foils,” stepped up from its humble origins in
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bowling alleys to take its place front and center in the conference rooms, board
suites, and hotel meeting facilities of corporate America.

At root, however, the overhead projector was still just another manifestation of
the Presentation-as-Document Syndrome. The document function of the foils
became the connection to and the salvation of dispersed participants. Anyone
who could not attend the live meeting took up what was to become the hue and
cry of business: “Send me a copy of your foils.”

In the 1980s, the medium of choice advanced to 35mm slides, and the display
took on a more professional look. Nevertheless, this new medium was still ham-
pered by the duality factor, which by then had added new aspects to the docu-
ment function, now implemented by paper prints of the slides. Documents were
no longer merely handouts or “leave-behinds.” Their usage widened to include
“send-aheads,” (before the presentation) speaker notes (crib sheets), validating
evidence (exceedingly detailed data), or a manual (of biblical proportions) for
consistency of messaging across the company’s scattered legions.

Having taken on the status of a business mantra, “Send me a copy of your foils”
simply shifted to “Send me a copy of your slides.” (Except in some companies,
such as Intel Corporation, where even today, although all presentations are done
on computers, the employees persist in calling their slides “foils.”) Presenters,
forced to straddle the functionality fence, generated slides that doubled as docu-
ments, heavily weighted toward text and numeric charts. The net effect was a glut
of dense eye charts that assaulted the audience’s sensory intake. Visual aids
became visual hindrances.

In the late 1980s, the PC overtook the carousel projector as the medium of
choice for the display function, and the floppy diskette became the medium of
distribution for the document function. By this time, however, the term “slides”
had stuck. Before or after the meeting, it was still “Send me a copy of your slides.”
The medium had evolved, but the message stayed the same.

In 1990, Microsoft entered the arena with its release of the Windows version of
PowerPoint, an aptly named software application that enabled presenters to
make their business points with new and powerful graphics capabilities. Still,
despite the continuing evolution of distribution technology from diskettes to CDs
to Internet transmission, the business mantra persisted: “Send me a copy of your
slides.” Pressured by the exigencies of business, beleaguered presenters contin-
ued to oblige the request by using the same presentation for both display and dis-
tribution, both show and tell.
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In the meantime, PowerPoint succeeded wildly. Within three years of its launch,
it became the market leader, a position it enjoys to this day. Each succeeding gen-
eration added more and more features and functions, in the process expanding
its installed base around the globe, and beyond business into the not-for-profit
world, the government, the military, and even into schools.

Throughout it all, the vestigial legacy of the flip chart endured. The Presentation-
as-Document Syndrome continued, and still continues to perpetuate its fowl/fish
(pun intended) effect on victimized audiences, where neither version serves 
its intended purpose, and each version is severely compromised by the dual 
functionality.

If you need a document, create a document and use word processing software. If
you need a presentation, create a presentation and use presentation software.
Microsoft Office provides Word for documents and PowerPoint for presenta-
tions. While both products are bundled in the same suite, they are distinctly sep-
arate entities, and never the twain shall meet. Use the right tool for the right job.

Follow the correctly balanced role model you see on all television news broad-
casts. The newscasters tell the story, while the professional graphics that flit by
over their shoulders are simply headlines.

You are the storyteller, not your slides.
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Preface

■  What’s Past Is Prologue  ■
My first experience with the power of the spoken word came on December 8,
1941, when, as a child, I joined my father and mother at the family Philco radio
to hear President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, in the wake of the attack on Pearl
Harbor, deliver his stirring Day of Infamy speech. I’ll never forget how he con-
cluded, his rich voice reverberating: “With confidence in our armed forces, with
the unbounded determination of our people, we will gain the inevitable triumph.
So help us God.” In that exhilarating moment, Roosevelt’s potent words pierced
through our dismay, lifted our spirits, and restored our confidence in our nation
and in our future.

Later, I learned more about the ability of words to move people’s minds in
my graduate classes in the Speech and Drama Department at Stanford
University, where I studied the works of the great Greek orators. Still later, in my
work as a news and public affairs producer for CBS Television in New York, I wit-
nessed the momentous impact of the words of great national leaders, from John
F. Kennedy to Martin Luther King, Jr.

But I never fully realized the universal significance of communication until I
left the broadcast medium and entered the world of business. The medium of
choice in business is the presentation, and I soon discovered the force it can
exert: A poor presentation can kill a deal, while a powerful one can make it soar.
Early in my business career, I was privileged to work on the Initial Public
Offering presentation, known as an IPO road show, for Cisco Systems, and saw,
on its first day of trading after the road show, Cisco’s valuation increase by over
40 million dollars.

The big Aha! for me was the realization that every communication is an IPO.
Everyone communicates every day. You do. I do. Every time we do, we can either
fail or succeed. My job is to help you succeed in your everyday communications,
just as I helped the Cisco IPO, and as I’ve helped hundreds of corporations like
Microsoft and Intel, and thousands of clients who are executives or managers or
salespeople just like you. My job is to help you persuade every audience, every
time.

The very same principles that propelled Cisco’s success reach all the way
back to the classical concepts of Aristotle. Those same basics underlie Abraham
Lincoln’s towering rhetoric that healed a nation torn asunder by civil war. They



underlie Sir Winston Churchill’s inspiring orations and Franklin Roosevelt’s
assuring fireside chats that rallied their nations to the victorious defense of the
free world. And they underlie Martin Luther King’s rousing speeches that spear-
headed the civil rights movement.

They also underlie your sales pitch, your presentation to a potential new cus-
tomer, your bid for financing, your requisition for more resources, your petition
for a promotion, your appeal for a raise, your call to action, and your own quest
for the big Aha!

They are the principles that will empower you to present to win.
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Introduction

The Wizard of Aaahs
Once upon a time, I was living and working at the opposite end of California from
Silicon Valley, in Hollywood. I had spent the first half of my professional life in
the world of show business, as a television producer for CBS, as a freelance
screenwriter, and as a paperback novelist. I helped create news documentaries,
feature films, dramas, and musicals. I had the opportunity to work with some of
the most creative minds in the industry, from the legendary Mike Wallace on
down. If you know anything about show business, you know that it’s filled with
peaks and valleys, and I had more than my share of valleys. But I met many inter-
esting people and learned a lot, particularly about the art of telling a story in a
clear, convincing manner.

Then, in 1987, I had a conversation with an old friend, Ben Rosen, one of the
top venture capitalists in the high-technology world who was then Chairman of
the Board of Compaq Computer Corporation. It was a conversation that changed
my life.

Ben and I had met at Stanford University, where he was studying for his
Master’s degree in electrical engineering and I for mine in speech and drama.
The engineer and the artist met only because we happened to be competing for
the affections of the same girl. Our interest in the girl quickly faded, but our
friendship did not. Ben followed my subsequent career in television and was well
aware of my interest in the art of communication. As Compaq’s Chairman, he was
also aware of an issue facing the great computer company: Its CEO, a talented
executive named Rod Canion, had never developed a comfortable and effective
style for public presentations.

Ben called to offer me a challenge: “Rod has worked on his weakness as a
presenter,” he explained. “He’s even been coached by some of the experts in the
field. But it hasn’t quite taken hold. Would you be interested in flying out to
Houston to teach Rod what you know about communication?”

I was intrigued, but a little reluctant. After all, I didn’t know much about the
world of business. But Ben closed the deal with an unusual offer: “Compaq has
just come out with a line of hot new laptop computers. I’ve seen that clunker
you’re still using.” (I’d just laboriously drafted my second novel on Compaq’s
huge old “luggable” computer and had been coveting the sleek, new, expensive
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Compaq machines.) “Suppose we swap you one of our new laptops for your serv-
ices?” he asked. I agreed on the spot.

I met with Canion at his Houston office, and Ben sat in on our session,
watching as I taught Rod the basics of communicating a story with clarity and
effectiveness. An hour into the program, we took a break, and Ben buttonholed
me at the vending machine in the lounge. He was fascinated by what he’d seen.
“Jerry,” Ben said, with a snap of his fingers, “There’s an enormous business
opportunity here! I spend all day listening to presentations by CEOs who want
me to invest in their businesses. You wouldn’t believe how complex and dry most
of them are. You ought to move up to Silicon Valley and teach these people some
of your storytelling skills. God knows they need your help!”

Naturally I was flattered. But I thought of myself as a television profession-
al, not as a business consultant. “I don’t know anything about Silicon Valley or the
computer business!” I protested.

Ben pressed me. “That doesn’t matter,” he insisted. “I’ll be able to introduce
you to clients; I can show you how to run the business; I’ll help in many ways.”

Still I demurred, “It’s not a good idea to do business with friends.” Ben shook
his head and dropped the matter, for the moment.

Like all successful people, Ben is successful because he is persistent, and he
persisted with me. He talked about the idea, on and off, for six more months, but
I was still hesitant. Finally, at Ben’s insistence, I agreed to make a pilot trip to
Silicon Valley to meet some of his associates. One of them was Andrea
Cunningham, a woman who had parlayed her experience as public relations
counsel to Steve Jobs at Apple Computer into her own successful national pub-
lic relations agency, Citigate Cunningham, Inc.

When I got to Andy’s office, she was in a fretful state over a presentation she
was scheduled to make at a major technology conference. I took a quick look at
a very rough outline she had prepared and suggested a simple reordering of her
concepts into a more logical sequence. Then I skimmed through the high points
of the new outline for her. Andy’s frown gave way to a smile, and she said, “You’re
going to do very well here!”

My reluctance gradually melted away. I agreed to Ben’s business proposition,
and Power Presentations was born.



■  The Mission-Critical Presentation  ■

In the first year of my startup, Ben, true to his word, introduced me to many
influential people; primary among them were his venture capital colleagues, or
VCs, as they are known in the trade. One of them was one of the most powerful
men in Silicon Valley, Don Valentine. A founding partner of Sequoia Capital, one
of the premier venture capital firms, Don had been one of the original investors
in Apple Computer, Atari, Oracle, and Electronic Arts. Don granted me a cour-
tesy interview, listened patiently as I described my services to him, and then said,
“We have a company that’s about to go public, and we think it’ll do fairly well. It
has a very esoteric technology that will be difficult to explain to investors. We’re
planning on pricing the offering in the $13.50 to $15.50 range, but if the IPO
road show presentation is any good, we can probably increase that share price by
a couple of bucks. I’m going to introduce you to the CEO and ask him to have
you help him with his presentation.”

The company was Cisco Systems. The CEO was John Morgridge. I helped
John develop the presentation that explained the company’s complex networking
technology. The message got through to the investors. On the day Cisco went
public, its stock opened at $18 a share and closed its first day of trading at $22 a
share (a then-unheard-of price jump). Cisco quickly became the darling of the
investment community and the media. In an interview with the San Francisco
Chronicle, Don Valentine, speaking in his role as Chairman of Cisco’s board,
“attributed ‘at least $2 to $3’ of the increase to Weissman’s coaching. John
Morgridge, president of Cisco, is somewhat less generous. He gives Weissman ‘at
least an eighth of a point’—12 1/2 cents per share.”

That was more than 500 IPO road shows ago. Among those others, I coached
the IPO road shows of corporate luminaries such as Intuit and Yahoo!. During
that same time, I also helped another 500 firms, both public and prepublic, to
grow their businesses.

Following the IPO, Cisco continued to call on me for their nuts-and-bolts
presentations, ranging from prezos (as they are called inside Cisco) in their brief-
ing centers given to small groups of potential new customers, to prezos in their
annual NetWorkers conferences given to massive assemblages of end users.
Cisco’s then-Vice President of Corporate Marketing, Cate Muther, required that
every product manager take my program. At the time, she said, “Jerry’s methods
of presentation are now part of our culture; they help prepare our managers for
industry leadership.” Today Cisco and many other high-technology companies
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continue to enlist my help in coaching their senior executives to communicate
persuasively. The business press has called me everything from the man who
“knows how to talk to money” (Fast Company) to “The Wizard of Aaahs”
(Forbes).

The IPO road show is probably the most mission-critical presentation any
businessperson will ever make. Succeeding in an IPO road show is the ultimate
example of winning over the toughest crowd. The investors are both demanding
and knowledgeable, the stakes are high, and a swing of one dollar in the share
price of an offering translates into millions of dollars. But if you extend the logic a
bit further, every crowd you encounter in business can be your toughest crowd,
and every presentation you ever give is mission-critical. Every presentation is a
stepping-stone on the path to ultimate success. If any one presentation fails, there
may be no tomorrow. You never get a second chance to make a first impression.

You never get a second chance to make a first impression.

Therefore, in my work with my clients, I treat every presentation as if it were
as mission-critical as an IPO road show. I use this approach whether I am work-
ing to develop a private financing pitch, a product launch, a keynote speech, a
panel appearance, an analysts’ call, a shareholders’ meeting, or a budget approval
presentation. You can extend my array with your own presentation situations, be
they external or internal, be they for an important contract, a major alliance, or a
big sale.

Every business presentation has one common goal: the all-important art of
persuasion . . . an art with literally dozens of applications for which everyone in
business must be prepared. Persuasion is the classic challenge of sounding the
clarion call to action, of getting your target audience to the experience known as
Aha!

Persuasion is the classic challenge of sounding the clarion call to action, 
of getting your target audience to the experience known as Aha!

In a cartoon, Aha! would be represented by the image of a light bulb click-
ing on above your audience’s heads. It’s that satisfying moment of understanding
and agreement that occurs when an idea from one person’s mind has been suc-
cessfully communicated into another’s. This process is a mystery as old as lan-
guage itself and almost as profound as love; the ability of humans, using only
words and symbols, to understand one another and find common ground in an
idea, a plan, a dream.
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Maybe you’ve enjoyed moments like this in your past experiences as a pre-
senter, speaker, salesperson, or communicator . . . moments when you saw the
light bulb go on, as eyes made contact, smiles spread, and heads nodded. Aha! is
the moment when you know your audience is ready to march to your beat.

I’ve written this book to share the persuasive techniques and tools that I pro-
vide to my clients. You can use them in your business on a daily basis. The pres-
entation principles my clients have used to attract their billions of investor 
dollars can work for you, too.

■  The Art of Telling Your Story  ■

Don Valentine of Sequoia Capital, the legendary venture capitalist who intro-
duced me to Cisco, sits through thousands of presentations every year, most of
them made by shrewd entrepreneurs in search of funding for their new business
concepts. Don is continually shocked by the failure of most of these presentations
to communicate effectively and persuasively.

He once summed it up to me this way: “Jerry, the problem is that nobody
knows how to tell a story. And what’s worse, nobody knows that they don’t know
how to tell a story!”

The overwhelming majority of business presentations 
merely serve to convey data, not to persuade.

This problem is multiplied and compounded 30 million times a day, a figure
which, according to recent estimates, is how many PowerPoint presentations are
made every business day. Presentation audiences, from the Midas-like Don
Valentines to overbooked executives sitting through run-of-the-mill staff meet-
ings, are constantly and relentlessly besieged with torrents of excessive words and
slides.

Why? Why wouldn’t every presenter, seeking that clarion call to action, be,
as the U.S. Army urges, all that he or she can be? The reason is that the over-
whelming majority of business presentations merely serve to convey data, not to
persuade.

When I moved from the world of television to the world of business, I saw
immediately that the problem in those massive transmissions of information
down one-way streets to passive audiences was not at all communication . . . with
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the emphasis on the co- . . . they were one-way streets that ground to a halt at a
dead end.

In the television medium, ideas and images are also broadcast in one direc-
tion over the air, cable, or satellite, but there is a return loop, a feedback, an inter-
action that comes barreling back at the broadcaster in the form of ratings, critics,
sponsors, letters, telephone calls, emails, and sometimes even regulatory legisla-
tion.

In the Medium that Marshall McLuhan analyzed in his classic book, The
Medium is the Massage (yes, that’s correct, he called it “Massage”), when the mes-
sage is not clear, and when the audience’s satisfaction is not manifest, the foregone
conclusion is sudden death: The television series is canceled. 

In business, when the point is not crystal clear, and when the benefit to the
audience is not vividly evident, the investment is declined, the sale is not made,
the approval is not granted; the presentation fails.

In the Power Presentations programs and in this book, you’ll find the media
sensibility applied to the business community . . . a set of prescriptive techniques
and services that will enable presenters like you to achieve their clarion call to
action with their audiences, to get them to Aha!

■  A New Approach to Presentations  ■

The techniques you’ll be learning in these pages are a blend of new and old con-
cepts from a broad array of disciplines.

When creating television public affairs programs, I had to wade through
hours of archival and new film footage and reels of videotape, rifle through mas-
sive reports, sort through stacks of interviews, and boil it all down to a clear 28-
minute-and-40-second program that would capture . . . and hold . . . the audi-
ence’s attention. I’ve netted these story-development methods into a simple set
of techniques and forms for businesspeople like you. Most professional writers
use these same techniques to tap into natural creative processes that every
human being possesses.

In television, I worked in multimillion-dollar control rooms equipped with
electronic character generators, vast color palettes, chroma key insertion, and
computer-driven on-screen animation. Most of these capabilities are now readily
available in Microsoft’s PowerPoint software, installed in over 250 million comput-
ers. Unfortunately, as anyone who has seen a recent business presentation can
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attest, most presenters apply these powerful functions with all the subtlety of an
MTV video. Instead, they should be following Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’s surgi-
cally appropriate advice: Less Is More. You’ll find a simple set of guidelines to help
you apply Mies’ principle to create visual support for your presentations, to help
you design your numeric and text charts so that, rather than overwhelm, confuse,
and distract your audience, they enhance and clarify your persuasive message.

In television, I directed both film and video cameras and then spliced and
arranged their output into a compelling story. In doing so, I employed the pro-
fessional practices of cinematography and editing to tell a story and create an
impact on the audience. I’ve translated these sophisticated methodologies into a
simple set of continuity techniques . . . that you can readily implement with
PowerPoint . . . to help you tell your story.

I’ve also drawn many of my communication and persuasion techniques from
classical sources, such as the writings of Aristotle. (Please don’t let the word “clas-
sical” intimidate you. A wise person once defined a classic simply as something
that endures because it works. You’ll rediscover the truth of that definition in
these pages.) In ancient times, rhetoric was considered the greatest of the liber-
al arts; what the philosophers of old called rhetoric is, in fact, what we refer 
to today as great storytelling. As you read, you’ll come to see the relevance 
of Aristotle’s concepts to all the types of stories you need to tell in business . . .
storytelling that will persuade your audience to respond to your call to action.

Other methods are based on established knowledge, as well as recent discov-
eries about the human mind. These scientific findings that detail how all brains
and eyes absorb information relate directly to how every audience reacts to any
data input.

This combination of traditional and advanced techniques for communication
and persuasion will provide what I’m confident you’ll find to be a unique and
effective system that will help you present to win.

You’ll notice that I give frequent and significant emphasis to the word “story,”
which is intentional. In this book, as in my programs and seminars, the focus is
first and foremost on helping you define the elements of your story and the story
of your business. The traditional presentation skills . . . body language, gestures,
voice production, eye contact, and answering questions from the audience . . . are
also important. They are so important that I’ve covered those subjects in detail in
two separate books: The Power Presenter, which shows you how to develop your
delivery skills, and In the Line of Fire, which shows you how to handle tough
questions. But in this book, the main focus is on defining your story.
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Many clients, when first meeting me, say, “Oh, I don’t need any help with my
story. Just show me what to do with my hands while I speak. And just show me
how to keep myself from saying ‘Ummm.’” I tell them that I will address those
factors, but only after we’ve organized their story. There are two very good rea-
sons for this.

First, there are no quick fixes; it takes a considerable amount of time and
effort to develop a natural delivery style, unique and yet comfortable to each and
every person. (You will, however, find a checklist for the physical presentation
environment in Appendix A, “Tools of the Trade.”)

Second, and more important, getting your story straight is the critical factor
in making your presentation powerful. In fact, when your story is right, it serves
as a foundation for your delivery skills. The reverse is never true. You may be the
most polished speaker on Earth, but if your story isn’t sharply focused, your mes-
sage will fail.

When your story is right, it serves as a foundation for your delivery skills.
The reverse is never true.

Let me share an illustrative anecdote:

In 1991, I got a phone call from the public relations people at Microsoft, reg-
ular clients of mine. “We have a young executive here named Jeff Raikes,” they
explained. “He’s scheduled to make a presentation about a new product of ours,
and we wonder if you could help him prepare. It’s called Windows for Pen
Computers, the newest member of the Windows family of products.”

“Fine,” I replied, “Let’s book a three-day program for Jeff.”

There was a slight pause on the other end of the line. “Well, we’re very
pressed for time. Jeff has only one day. But it’s really important that his delivery
skills get polished. He’s very smart and knows his stuff, but he just isn’t comfort-
able. Can you make a difference in one day’s time?”

“I’ll try,” I said.

What happened next is revealing. As requested, I spent one day with Jeff.
But we had no time to work on Jeff’s voice or body language. Instead, we used
our time to develop a cohesive focus of Windows for Pen Computing: about what
this remarkable new software product was designed to do, about the markets
Microsoft hoped to serve with it, the history behind its development, the bene-
fits it offered computer users. In short, we created the story Jeff had to tell.
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I helped Jeff make some decisions about his story: which elements were most
relevant and compelling to his audience; which technical details were necessary;
and, equally important, which ones were superfluous. Then I helped Jeff organ-
ize his presentation so that the key ideas would flow naturally from beginning to
end. By the end of the day, we’d worked through the entire story. Jeff was not
only in command of the material, but also comfortable about delivering it.

The results? Jeff’s presentation went over phenomenally well. Afterward, the
public relations people at Microsoft, who knew I’d coached Jeff, praised me for
the job I’d done on his delivery skills, though in fact we’d never discussed those
at all. Simply getting the story right helped to transform a hesitant and uncertain
speaker into a dynamic and confident one. Jeff Raikes went on to rise through the
ranks to become the president of Microsoft’s Business Division and one of the
company’s most prominent and effective spokesmen. After 27 years, Jeff left to
head the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, Bill Gates’ charitable organization.
One of Jeff’s last projects at Microsoft was the Tablet PC, the evolved 21st-
century version of the technology that began as Windows for Pen Computing.

The lesson: All the vocal dynamics and animated body language in the world
can’t improve a confusing story, while a clear and concise story can give a presen-
ter the clarity of mind to present with poise.

A clear and concise story can give a presenter the clarity of mind 
to present with poise.

■  The Psychological Sell ■

I’ve described the classic art of persuasion as getting your audience to Aha! To
be truly effective, however, one Aha! is not enough. The Power Presentation is a
continuous series of end-to-end Aha!s.

Making presentations is very much like massage therapy. The good massage
therapist never takes his or her hands off your body. In the same way, the good
presenter never lets go of the audience’s minds. The good presenter grabs their
minds at the beginning of the presentation; navigates them through all the vari-
ous parts, themes, and ideas, never letting go; and then deposits them at the call
to action.
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The good presenter grabs their minds at the beginning of the presentation;
navigates them through all the various parts, themes, and ideas, 

never letting go; and then deposits them at the call to action.

Notice the verbs in this analogy describing the work of a skilled presenter: grab,
navigate, and deposit. All three can be reduced to a least-common-denominator
verb: manage. People are the deciding factor in business decisions, and manage-
ment is the number-one factor in investment decisions. The good presenter is one
who effectively manages the minds of the audience. Therefore, the subliminal per-
ception of the effective presentation is Effective Management.

Of course, no one is ever going to conclude explicitly that a good presenter
is an effective manager, a skilled executive, an excellent director, or a superb
CEO. That’s a bit of a stretch. But the converse proves the point. Unconsciously,
the audience makes assumptions. If they are subjected to a presentation whose
point is unclear, they will be resistant to responding to the call to action.

Influential investors from Warren Buffett to Peter Lynch subscribe to the
commonly held principle of investing only in businesses they understand.

When your story is not clear, when it’s fragmented or overly complex, the
audience has to work hard to make sense of it. Eventually, this hard work begins
to produce first resistance, then irritation, and then loss of confidence.

A book by Steve Krug about Web design has little to do with developing your
story, but its title states our point succinctly: Don’t Make Me Think.

The effective presenter makes it easy for the audience to grasp ideas without
having to work. The effective presentation story leads the audience to an
irrefutable conclusion. The journey gives the audience a psychological comfort
level that makes it easy for them to say “yes” to whatever the presenter is propos-
ing. Presenting, therefore, is essentially selling.

Of course, one can never minimize the importance of having solid factual evi-
dence that validates your business premise. A well-honed presentation is no sub-
stitute for a well-conceived business plan, just as a commanding speaking style is
no substitute for personal integrity. You must have the steak as well as the sizzle.
Yet when two companies or two individuals of equal strength are competing, the
winner is likely to be the one who tells the story more persuasively.

In the end, the most subtle impact of a clear and compelling presentation is
perhaps the most powerful effect of all: The person who is able to tell an effec-
tive business story is perceived as being in command, and deserves the confi-
dence of others. When you are in command of your story, you are in command
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of the room. Your audience will follow where you lead, and so will money, influ-
ence, power, and success.

The person who is able to tell an effective business story is perceived as
being in command, and deserves the confidence of others.

This is the core message and value of this book to you, no matter what role
or level in business you currently occupy. Perhaps one day you’ll go public with a
company of your own, and then I hope the techniques you’ll learn here will help
you make millions of dollars. Before that happens, however, you’ll have to get
past many mission-critical hurdles, because every business decision turns on your
ability to tell your story. So please use the same persuasive techniques you’ll find
in these pages in those scores of other stepping-stones along the way.

To help you master them, you’ll see how Cisco persuaded investors to pro-
vide billions in capital to support a technology so esoteric that, even today, few
people really understand it. You’ll see how Yahoo! capitalized on the emerging
fascination with the Internet by transforming an irreverent brand image into a
meaningful investment presentation. You’ll also see how Luminous Networks, a
telecommunications startup company, was able to raise $80 million in private
capital during one of the steepest market declines in history. I helped create
Power Presentations for each of these companies. I hope to do the same for you.

This book is about presentations, yes. But it’s about much more than that. It’s
about psychology, about storytelling, about getting every audience to respond to
your call to action. It’s about presenting to win.
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COMPANY EXAMPLES

• Brooktree

• Netflix

• Luminous Networks

■  What’s In It For You? ■

The key building block for Audience Advocacy, and a way to focus on benefits
rather than features, is to constantly ask the key question: What’s in it for you?
It’s based on the more common axiom “What’s in it for me?,” but we’ve shifted
the ultimate word to “you” deliberately, to shift the focus from you to your audi-
ence. This shift emphasizes the ultimate need for all communicators to be
focused outward, on the needs of their audience (“you”), rather than on their own
needs (“me”). This is the essence of Audience Advocacy.

In referring to this key question, let’s use the acronym WIIFY (pronounced
“whiffy”). By constantly seeking the WIIFY in any persuasive situation, you can
ensure that your presentation stays focused on what matters most: getting your
audience to move from Point A to Point B, because you’ve given them a very
good reason to make that move.

The WIIFY is the benefit to the specific audience in your persuasive situa-
tion. Usually there will be one overarching, grand WIIFY that unites the entire
presentation and is at the heart of your persuasive case.

The Power of the WIIFY
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For example, when an entrepreneurial CEO and his or her management
team launch an IPO road show for potential investors, the WIIFY is, “If you
invest in our company, you’ll enjoy an excellent return on your money!”

On the other hand, when a corporate headhunter makes a job offer to a
sought-after young recruit, the WIIFY is, “If you join our firm, you’ll be starting
an incredible career with great pay, fascinating challenges, and the prospect of
some day becoming the company president!”

When a partner in a marketing consulting firm makes a new business propos-
al to the Chief Operating Officer (COO) of a Fortune 500 company, the WIIFY
might be, “If you retain us, the expertise we’ll provide will improve your promo-
tional plans, which can increase your market share and boost your profits!”

■  WIIFY Triggers  ■

In addition to these grand WIIFYs, there will usually be many smaller WIIFYs . . .
more-specific, but still significant, audience benefits that give meaning to each ele-
ment in your presentation. In fact, every element in your persuasive presentation
must be clearly linked to a WIIFY.

There are six key phrases that can trigger a WIIFY. They are designed to
remind presenters about the necessity of linking every element of their presen-
tation to a clear audience benefit, or, a WIIFY. When I coach my clients’ presen-
tations, if I hear an idea, fact, story, or detail without a clear audience benefit, I
interrupt to call out one of these WIIFY triggers:

1. “This is important to you because . . . .” (The presenter fills in the
blank with a WIIFY.)

2. “What does this mean to you?” (The presenter explains with a WIIFY.)

3. “Why am I telling you this?” (The presenter explains.)

4. “Who cares?” (“You should care, because . . . .”)

5. “So what?” (“Here’s what . . . .”)

6. “And . . . ?” (“Here’s the WIIFY . . . .”)

Get to know these WIIFY triggers. Use them on yourself the next time you’re
preparing a presentation, as reminders to link every element to a WIIFY. (You
might want to copy this list from Appendix B, “Presentation Checklists,” and tack
it on the wall for continual inspiration.) When you work on a presentation as part
of a team, use these triggers on your colleagues, and encourage them to return
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the favor. By the tenth time you pull a WIIFY trigger, you may catch a nasty look
or two, but the quality of the resulting presentation will make it all worthwhile.

Here’s an example of how important it is to constantly translate your ideas
into WIIFY terms. Jim Bixby was the CEO of Brooktree, a company that made
and sold custom-designed integrated circuits used by electronics manufacturers.
(The company was later acquired by Conexant Systems, Inc.) In preparation for
Brooktree’s IPO, Jim rehearsed his road show with me. I role-played a money
manager at Fidelity, considering whether our mutual fund might invest in
Brooktree. During the product portion of Jim’s presentation, he held up a large,
thick manual and said, “This is our product catalog. No other company in the
industry has as many products in its catalog as we do in ours.”

Jim set down the catalog and was about to move on to the next topic when I
raised my hand and fired off a WIIFY trigger. “Time out!” I said. “You say you have
the biggest product catalog. Why should I care about the size of your catalog?”

With barely a pause, Jim raised the catalog again and replied, “With this
depth of product, we protect our revenue stream against cyclical variations.”

The lights went on. This was an immensely important factor in the compa-
ny’s financial strength, yet one that could easily have passed unnoticed, simply
because Jim had forgotten to ask himself, “What’s the WIIFY?” Always find and
state your WIIFY!

Always find and state your WIIFY!

In any presentation, before you make any statement about yourself, your
company, your story, or the products or services you offer, stop and ask yourself:
“What’s the WIIFY? What benefit does this offer my listener?” If there is none,
it’s a detail that may be of interest to you and your colleagues (a feature), but one
that has no significance to your audience. But if there is a benefit, be sure you
explain it, clearly, explicitly, and with emphasis, just as Jim did when I pulled the
WIIFY trigger on him.

At this point, you may want to protest, “Wait a minute. My audiences aren’t
stupid. They can figure out the benefits of whatever I mention. They might even
feel insulted if I spell it all out for them!”

This is not necessarily true. Remember the Five Cardinal Sins. One is lack 
of a clear benefit. An essential truth about Audience Advocacy is that most busi-
nesspeople today are overloaded with information, with commitments, with
responsibilities. When you make your presentation, you may have your audi-
ence’s undivided attention . . . but not necessarily. Even if it takes them just a few
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seconds to connect the dots between the feature you describe and the implied
benefit, by the time they catch up, you will have moved on to your next point, and
they probably won’t have time to absorb the benefit . . . or the next point. You’ll
have lost your audience, perhaps permanently.

By stating the WIIFY, you seize an opportunity. Although your audience
members are eminently capable of realizing the WIIFY on their own, when you
state it for them, you lead them toward a conclusion . . . your Point B. In doing
this, you manage their minds, you persuade them, and you instill confidence in
your story, your presentation, and yourself. Plus, you accomplish something else.
The audience may have just gotten to the Aha! themselves, a moment before you
stated the WIIFY. By articulating it, you win their agreement. They react with
nods, thinking to themselves, “Of course! I’ve never heard it put so succinctly and
clearly!” Effective Management.

This is a variation on the Features/Benefits distinction. When presenting to
potential investors, a CEO may explain the best features of a leading product:
“We’ve built a better mousetrap.” But it’s not the quality of the mousetrap in itself
that the investors care about; it’s the size of the market. The effective CEO pre-
senter will then promptly move on to state the benefit to investors: “ . . . and the
world is beating a path to our doorstep.” There is a huge market for mousetraps.
When the WIIFY is right, everybody wins.

In fact, the power of the WIIFY even applies in our personal lives. Consider
this example:

Debbie runs a small but growing catering business. In the past, she has man-
aged to keep most of her weekends largely free of work, which her husband,
Rich, thoroughly appreciates. Now, however, she’s received the proverbial “offer
she can’t refuse”: a request to cater a series of receptions at the local art museum
that will keep her busy on weekends throughout the fall and winter. It will be
quite lucrative as well as prestigious, but Debbie has to convince Rich to support
her in this endeavor. Over dinner one evening, Debbie paints an eloquent word
picture of how catering the receptions will put her company on the map, but she
doesn’t tell Rich how he’ll benefit.

To win Rich’s support, Debbie should say something like this: “This contract
could boost my profits from the catering business next year by over 50 percent.
It’ll be enough to let me hire an assistant manager who can run the business for
three weeks next summer . . . while we take that European tour we’ve always
dreamed about.”
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In this example, Debbie had to do more than simply reframe the idea to
make the WIIFY clear. She also had to adjust her plans so that Rich will receive
a definite personal benefit. One of the advantages of crafting a well-conceived
WIIFY is that if you haven’t previously shaped your proposition to be a true
win/win deal with benefits for everybody, then presenting the WIIFY will impel
you to do just that. Improving your presentation can also help to improve the
underlying substance.

The Duchess of Windsor famously once said: “You can never be too thin or
too rich.” I amend her adage with “ . . . or offer too many WIIFYs.”

The Duchess of Windsor famously once said: “You can never be too thin or
too rich.” I amend her adage with “ . . . or offer too many WIIFYs.”

■  The Danger of the Incorrect “You”  ■

One seemingly obvious aspect of the WIIFY principle that proves to be a stum-
bling block for many businesspeople is the danger of the incorrect “you.” Let me
demonstrate:

One of my clients (let’s call him Mark) was the CEO of a company that man-
ufactured dental instruments, wonderful tools of exceptional quality and precision
to perform root canal procedures. Mark’s prior experience had been as a top sales-
man for another dental instrument company. Now, as CEO, Mark was preparing
to take his new company public. I coached him through a rehearsal of his IPO
road show by role-playing, as I usually do, a high-powered fund manager at
Fidelity.

Mark eloquently presented his company’s strengths, focusing in particular on
the high quality of their products. As an example, he described the special fea-
tures of the new dental instrument his company had developed. Mark held up the
actual instrument, looked at me, and said, “With this instrument, you can do bet-
ter root canal procedures, more quickly and with less pain.”

I stopped him. “That’s fine,” I said. “But I’m an investor, remember? I don’t
do root canals!”

“Hmm,” said Mark. He smiled, thought for a moment, then held up the
instrument again, and said, “So you can see that the tens of thousands of
endodontists across this country and thousands more around the world who want
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to do better root canals need instruments like this one, and they’ll have to buy
them from us!”

Now that’s the correct you!

You can see Mark’s problem: In trying to formulate the WIIFY, he’d lost sight
of his audience, the “you” of the question “What’s in it for you?” Instead, he
devised a WIIFY that referred to the ultimate end user of his product, the
endodontists, to whom he’d previously been selling. To hone his appeal to the
investors who were now his audience, it was necessary for Mark to carefully focus
on their concerns, which related to the size of the market for his instruments.

Can you get away with the incorrect you? Will your audience be able to trans-
late the benefit to another party into terms that are meaningful to them? Of
course they can. But if they do, they will have to make a split-second interpola-
tion to adjust to the correct you. During that interval, they may stop listening to
you and start thinking.

Don’t make them think!

Consider those words as a guideline for Audience Advocacy. Make it easy for
your audience to follow, and your audience will follow your lead.

Make it easy for your audience to follow, and your audience 
will follow your lead.

What if the audience did make the leap themselves, translating the WIIFY
into terms that are meaningful to them? In Mark’s case, he would still be missing
a golden opportunity to manage his audience’s mind to Point B.

This problem of the incorrect you is a surprisingly common one. Many of us
in business have to sell ourselves and our stories to multiple constituencies, each
with different biases, goals, preferences, interests, and needs. It’s easy to lose
sight of today’s audience and address another audience’s WIIFY.

Here’s another example of the problem of the incorrect you:

Reed Hastings is the CEO of Netflix, an online DVD subscription company
that went public in the spring of 2002. I had worked with Reed back in 1996,
when he headed another company called Pure/Atria Software. At that time, I
taught Reed, as I do all my clients, the subtle but important difference of
addressing the correct you. Nonetheless, when Reed emailed me the draft of his
road show for Netflix, one of the first slides in the presentation described his core
business as shown in Figure 2.1.



Figure 2.1 Netflix business description slide, first draft.

When Reed arrived for our coaching session, I assumed my usual role as a
potential investor in Netflix’s stock offering. I said, “Reed, this presentation
makes me really eager to sign up and become a loyal subscriber of Netflix . . . but
you didn’t come here today to get me to subscribe. I can sign up on the Internet.
Treat me as an investor.”

Reed smiled and said, “What do you suggest?”

On the computer, I revised Reed’s slide to read as it does in Figure 2.2.
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No Due Dates

600,000 Subscribers

Unlimited DVD Access

No Late Fees

Every DVD Made

US Postal Delivery

No Due Dates

600,000 Subscribers

Unlimited DVD Access

No Late Fees

Every DVD Made

US Postal Delivery

$20/Month/Subscriber

Millions of Movie Lovers Can Rent DVDs

Figure 2.2 Netflix business description slide, second draft.



Suddenly, the entire frame of reference changed from the attractiveness of
Netflix’s consumer offering to how large the market opportunity was . . . a much
more important consideration for Reed’s investor audience.

Reed smiled broadly and said, “How about tens of millions of movie lovers?”

“Great!” I concurred. “How about ‘tens of millions in the U.S. alone’?”

Reed accepted the revision, polished his presentation, and then left to begin
his IPO road show. One month later, when Netflix went public, they offered 5.5
million shares for sale. They received orders for 50 million shares . . . oversub-
scribed by nearly 10 times.

On their own, the members of the investor audience could have readily
deduced that “Rent All the DVDs You Want” really referred to the many millions
of potential Netflix customers, but then the audience would have been doing the
math for themselves. By providing the logic for them, Reed led them to a conclu-
sion and, in doing so, built their confidence. Reed seized his opportunity.

Never take the “you” in the WIIFY for granted. It’s always necessary to give
deliberate thought to who your audience is and what they want. If your WIIFY is
designed for the wrong ears, it can fall flat.

Also note this: The problem of the incorrect you is a major reason to resist
the temptation to create a generic presentation about yourself, your company, or
your products. The generic presentation, or “the company pitch,” as it is fre-
quently called, assumes that the same presentation can be used with few or no
changes for a variety of audiences. However, the same story that excites and
inspires your own employees may bore your customers and actually alienate and
anger your suppliers, or vice versa. The same story that persuades technical cus-
tomers to buy your product may confound your potential investors.

A perfect case in point comes from Alex Naqvi, the former CEO of
Luminous Networks, whom we met in the previous chapter. Luminous, which
had started in business in 1998, planned eventually to go public, but given the
challenging market conditions in 2001, Alex and his team decided to take their
show on the private, rather than the public, road to seek additional financing.

Before we presented to the investors, we also did due diligence on them
and their professional backgrounds. If they were from the technology indus-
try or had worked for one of the carriers, I would tell the story differently;
I’d use technology buzzwords that I knew they would understand. But if the
investors had formerly been investment bankers, I’d explain our business
differently. The key is that everyone in the audience should be able to relate
to what I’m talking about.
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We did a total of about 60 presentations. It was a very tough environ-
ment, a poor financial market. But in the end, the presentation helped us
raise the money we needed . . . 80 million dollars. When I tell people about
it, they don’t believe that we were able to achieve that given the tough cli-
mate we were operating in.

Although the title of this chapter is “The Power of the WIIFY,” it could also
be considered “The Power of ‘You.’” “You” generates innumerable potent bene-
fits, all of them targeted at persuading your audience. “You” is so powerful that I
have developed a simple rule I apply to everything I write: books, articles, letters,
and emails. Before dispatching any document, I do one final review to see if I can
insert additional instances of “you.” In this chapter alone, “you” has occurred 76
times thus far, not counting its variations of “your,” “yours,” and “yourself.”

For example, if I met someone at a business function, I might send that per-
son a follow-up email:

It was good that we met at the conference. I look forward to future
meetings.

With the “you” rule applied, it would read as follows:

It was good to have met you at the conference. I look forward to meet-
ing you again in the future.

Try the “you” rule yourself. It will personalize the tone and heighten the
impact of any book, article, letter, or email you write.
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Structures, 65
esthetic sense, selecting Flow Structures, 65
Euclid, 78
evergreen, defined, 185
external factors, considering in 

presentation preparation, 29
external linkages

Ask Questions, 187-188, 240
Contemporize, 186, 189, 224, 240
Customized Opening Graphic, 186,

190-191, 224, 240
Data, 186, 190, 224, 240
Direct Reference, 186-187, 224, 240
list of, 186, 240
Localize, 186, 189-190, 224, 240
Mutual Reference, 186-187, 224, 240

eye movement, 201
hockey stick effect, 128-131
minimizing eye sweeps, 96, 98-101. See

also numeric graphics; text graphics

F
Factoid Opening Gambit, 70, 72, 237
Fade option (PowerPoint), 208
features versus benefits, 7
Features/Benefits Flow Structure, 43, 

53-54, 238
Five Cardinal Sins of presentations, 1-3
Flash, Will, 226
Flautt, Jim, 88-89
flow. See also graphics, flow and

disrupting, 169
importance of, 41-42

Flow Structures, 42
Argument/Fallacy, 43, 55, 238
Case Study, 43, 54-55, 238

Chronological, 43, 45, 238
Compare/Contrast, 43, 55-56, 239
Features/Benefits, 43, 53-54, 238
Form/Function, 43, 52-53, 238
Issues/Actions, 43, 50, 238
list of, 43-44, 238-239
Matrix, 43, 56, 239
Modular, 44-45, 238
Numerical, 44, 59-60, 239
Opportunity/Leverage, 43, 51-52, 238
Parallel Tracks, 44, 57-58, 239
Physical, 43, 46, 238
Problem/Solution, 43, 49-50, 238
referencing, 170
Rhetorical Questions, 44, 58-59, 239
selecting, 60-65, 237
Spatial, 43, 46-49, 238
value of, 65-66

Fly option (PowerPoint), 207
focus on presenter, 158-159
focused presentations versus detailed 

presentations, 3
fonts, 113-114
forced carriage return (eye movement), 100
forecasting presentation time, 85-87
Form/Function Flow Structure, 43, 

52-53, 238
forward references, 171
Four Critical Questions, 67
four-part harmony icon, 147
Framework Form for brainstorming, 26-31
Frum, David, 63
future of virtual presentations, 227

G–H
gender-specific phrases, avoiding, 178
generic presentations, avoiding, 18
Geschke, Chuck, 37-38
Gettysburg Address, 166-167
Gibson, Charles, 95
goals of presentations, communicating, 4-6
Goldberg, Joel, 95
gradient shading (visual styling 

technique), 117
graphics. See also animation; numeric

graphics; text graphics
Customized Opening Graphic (external

linkage), 190-191



flow and, 133-137
Anchor Objects, 150-153, 240
Anticipation Space, 154-157, 240
Bumper slides, 137-143, 240
Icons, 146-150, 240
Indexing/Color Coding, 143-146, 240

Less is More, 96
Perception Psychology and, 96, 98-101
Point B and WIIFY, role of, 158-159
as presenter support, 94-96
role of, 91-94
Storyboard Flow Form, 160-162
subtlety in, 131-132
types of, 101
virtual presentation preparation, 221

Graphics Synchronization, 231
Grow/Shrink option (PowerPoint), 211

handouts, distributing, 94
Hastings, Reed, 16-18
headset microphones, 226
hierarchy icon, 148
Hill and Knowlton Public Relations

Agency, 37
hockey stick effect in numeric graphics,

128-131

I
Icons (continuity technique), 146-150, 240
illusion of the first time (customizing 

presentations), 184-186
In the Line of Fire (Weissman), xxix
Indexing/Color Coding (continuity 

technique), 143-146, 240
information flow. See flow
instant polling. See polling (virtual 

presentations)
Intel Corporation, 47-48, 151-153
internal linkages, 168-170

Bookends, 169, 172, 239
Cross-Reference, 169, 171, 239
Do the Math, 169, 175, 239
Enumeration, 169, 174-175, 239
Internal Summary, 169, 174, 239
list of, 169-170, 239-240
Logical Transition, 169-171, 239
Mantra, 169, 173-174, 239
Recurring Theme, 169, 172, 239
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Reference the Flow Structure, 
169-170, 239

Reinforce Point B, 169, 175, 240
Rhetorical Question, 169, 172, 239
Say Your Company Name, 169, 175, 240
selecting, 176

Internal Summary (internal linkage), 169,
174, 239

Intuit Software, 70-71, 82, 84-85
IPO road shows, xxv-xxvii
Issues/Actions Flow Structure, 43, 50, 238

J–K
jokes, avoiding, 73

Keeler, Wee Willie, 78
Kennedy, John F., 173
King, Martin Luther, xxii, 173
knowledge level of audience, assessing, 

27-28
Koogle, Tim, 74-75
Krug, Steve, xxxii

L
learning

Spaced Learning, 166-168, 231-232
types of, 166

left brain tasks versus right brain tasks, 
23-26

Less Is More principle, 96, 105-107, 
200, 203

Lincoln at Gettysburg (Wills), 166
Lincoln, Abraham, xxi, 166-167
linear access, 42, 134
linear thinking versus brainstorming, 34
linkages. See external linkages; internal

linkages
linking

forward from Point B, 84-85
Opening Gambits to Point B, 81-83

Listwin, Don, 193-194
live chat (virtual presentations), 219
Localize (external linkage), 186, 189-190,

224, 240
logic versus creativity, 23, 34
Logical Transition (internal linkage), 

169-171, 239
Loria, Emile, 65-66
Luminous Networks, xxxiii, 8, 18



M
Macromedia, 76
Mantra (internal linkage), 169, 173-174, 239
Martin, Hugh, 59-60
massed learning, 166
Matrix Flow Structure, 43, 56, 239
McLuhan, Marshall, xxviii
McNamee, Roger, 191
McNulty, Judy, 37
The Medium is the Massage (McLuhan),

xxviii
MEGO (Mine Eyes Glaze Over), 3, 21
Mendes, Sam, 99
Mendillo, Vince, 80
Mercer Management Consulting, 72
Microsoft, xxx-xxxi, 73, 80, 94, 229
Microsoft PowerPoint. See PowerPoint
Mies van der Rohe, Ludwig, xxix, 96, 

200, 203
Minimize Eye Sweeps principle, 96, 

98-101, 198. See also numeric graphics;
text graphics

MIPS, 166
mission-critical presentations, xxv-xxvii
Modex Therapeutics, 139-143
Modular Flow Structure, 43-45, 238
Morgridge, John, xxv, 193
Motion Paths options (PowerPoint), 211-212
mumbling, 164
Muther, Cate, xxv, 193
Mutual Reference (external linkage), 

186-187, 224, 240

N
Naqvi, Alex, 8, 18
needs of audience, understanding, 8-9
negative phrases, avoiding, 180
Netflix, 16-18
Network Appliance, 5, 80, 93
Newsflash option (PowerPoint), 207
90 seconds to capture audience attention,

87-88
No Transition option (PowerPoint), 207
Notes Page view (PowerPoint), 93
numeric graphics, 101, 121

bar charts, 122-125
hockey stick effect, 128-131
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pie charts, 125-126
typography in, 127-128

Numerical Flow Structure, 44, 59-60, 239
NYU orientation example (customizing

presentations), 183-184

O
ONI Systems, 59-60
online meetings. See virtual presentations
Opening Gambits, 70

Analogy, 79-80
Anecdote, 73-77
Aphorism, 78
combining, 80-81
Factoid, 72
linking to Point B, 81-83
list of, 70, 237
Question, 70-72
Quotation, 77-78
Retrospective/Prospective, 73

Opportunity/Leverage Flow Structure, 43,
51-52, 238

P
Paceley, Lew, 48
Parallel Tracks Flow Structure, 44, 

57-58, 239
parallelism in bullets, 108-109
parenthetical expansion, 28
passive voice, avoiding, 180-181
pathos, 6
Peek option (PowerPoint), 207
perception, animation and, 200-201
Perception Psychology, 96, 98-101
Perlmutter, Dadi, 48
persuasion. See also WIIFY

importance of, xxvi-xxvii
in presentations, 4-6

phrases in presentations, examples of, 
176-181

Physical Flow Structure, 43, 46, 238
physical setting for presentations

assessing, 29
checklist for, 235-236

pictorial graphics, 101
pie charts, 125-126
plurals, usage of, 112-113



Point B
avoiding in graphics, 158-159
defining, 237
linking forward from, 84-85
linking Opening Gambits to, 81-83
reinforcing, 175

polling (virtual presentations), 219, 222-223
Pope, Mike, 71, 77
possessives, usage of, 112-113
Post-it-Notes, 52
Power Presentations, xxiv
The Power Presenter (Weissman), xxix,

230-231
PowerPoint, 197

animation options, 202, 204-205
Circle/Box/Split options, 209
Cover/Push/Strips/Uncover

options, 208
Dissolve/Fade options, 208
Emphasis options, 211
Fly/Peek options, 207
Motion Paths options, 211-212
No Transition/Cut options, 207
Wheel/Wedge options, 209-211
Wipe Down/Wipe From Top

options, 209
Wipe From Left/Wipe Right

options, 205-206
Wipe Left/Wipe From Right

options, 206
Wipe Up/Wipe From Bottom

options, 209
Custom Animation feature, 109
Notes Page view, 93
Slide Sorter view, 134
slides. See graphics
SmartArt graphics, 117

practicing presentations. See Verbalization
preparation for presentations, 22

brainstorming, 31-38
Clustering, 35-36
Framework Form for brainstorming,

26-31
left brain versus right brain tasks, 23-26
virtual presentations, 220-222

Presentation-as-Document Syndrome, 
91-94, 198
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presentations. See also virtual
presentations

animation. See animation
Audience Advocacy in, 6-9. See also

WIIFY
capturing audience attention, 87-89
checklists, 237-240
common goal of, xxvi-xxvii
customizing. See customizing

presentations; external linkages
detailed versus focused presentations, 3
documents versus, 91-94
environment, 235-236
Five Cardinal Sins of, 1-3
Flow Structures. See Flow Structures
forecasting time, 85-87
Four Critical Questions, 67
generic presentations, avoiding, 18
mission-critical presentations, xxv-xxvii
persuasion in, 4-6
physical setting, checklist for, 235-236
preparation for. See preparation for 

presentations
previewing information in, 84-87
psychological factors in, xxxi-xxxiii
rehearsing. See Verbalization
story-telling in, xxvii-xxxi, 229-231

presenter, focus on, 94-96, 158-159
presenter’s actions, animation and, 212
presenter’s style, selecting Flow 

Structure, 64
presenter-focused phrases, 176
previewing presentation information, 84-87
Problem/Solution Flow Structure, 43, 

49-50, 238
Proof of Concept, 81-83
proportional spacing in text graphics, 

114-115
psychological factors in presentations, 

xxxi-xxxiii, 200-201
public perception, brand identity and, 191
public speaking, fear of, 231
Push option (PowerPoint), 208
pyramid icon, 148



Q–R
Question Opening Gambit, 70-72, 237
questions

Ask Questions (external linkage), 187-188
critical questions, list of, 237
during virtual presentations, 223
Four Critical Questions, 67

Quotation Opening Gambit, 70, 77-78, 238

radio for virtual presentation 
preparation, 221

Raikes, Jeff, xxx-xxxi, 229
random access, 42, 133
Random Bars option (PowerPoint), 207
Reagan, Ronald, 74, 180
Recurring Theme (internal linkage), 169,

172, 239
Reference the Flow Structure (internal

linkage), 169-170, 239
references

backward references, 171, 177, 224
types of, 171

reflexive cross sweep (eye movement), 97
rehearsing presentations. See Verbalization
Reinforce Point B (internal linkage), 169,

175, 240
relational graphics, 101
Retrospective/Prospective Opening

Gambit, 70, 73, 237
reverse out (visual styling technique), 117
rhetoric, xxix
Rhetoric (Aristotle), 6
Rhetorical Question (internal linkage),

169, 172, 239
Rhetorical Questions Flow Structure, 44,

58-59, 239
right brain tasks versus left brain tasks, 

23-26
The Road to Perdition (film), 99
Rogers, Jerry, 58, 83
Roman Columns, defining, 237. See also

Clustering
Roosevelt, Franklin D., xxi
Rosen, Ben, xxiii-xxiv
“rule of threes,” icons for, 147
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S
sales, presentations as, xxxi-xxxiii
Say Your Company Name (internal 

linkage), 169, 175, 240
selecting

Flow Structures, 60-65, 237
internal linkages, 176

sentences versus bullets, 103-104
Sequoia Capital, xxv, xxvii
The Seven Habits of Highly Effective

People (Covey), 5
Slide Sorter view (PowerPoint), 134
Slide Transition (PowerPoint), 203
slides. See graphics
slogans. See Mantra (internal linkage)
Slywotzky, Adrian, 72
SmartArt graphics (PowerPoint), 117
Spaced Learning, 166-168, 231-232
Spatial Flow Structure, 43, 46-49, 238
speaker. See presenter
Splat and Polish, 36-38
Split option (PowerPoint), 209
spoken language versus written language,

25-26
stacked vertical labels, avoiding, 127
Steck, Randy, 47
Stewart, Gary, 149
story factors, selecting Flow Structures, 65
Story Form, 163
story-telling, importance of, xxvii-xxxi, 

229-231
Storyboard Flow Form, 160-162
Storyboard Form, 134-135
Strips option (PowerPoint), 208
sub-bullets, 107, 110-111
submarine example (capturing audience

attention), 88-89
subtlety in graphics, 131-132
summaries, brief nature of, 86

T
Tanox, Inc., 57-58
Tarabini, Judy, 37
teleconferencing, 216
teleology, 5
telephone headsets, 226



Tell ’em What You’re Gonna Tell ’em, 84-87
text graphics, 101

build feature (with bullets), 109-110
bullets versus sentences, 103-104
bullets, tips for constructing, 105-107
fonts, 113-114
guidelines for, 119
parallelism, 108-109
possessives and plurals, usage of, 112-113
proportional spacing, 114-115
sub-bullets, 110-111
visual styling in, 116-119
wordwrap, 105

TheraTech, 79
3M, 52
time of presentation, forecasting, 85-87
transitions. See animation; external 

linkages; internal linkages
triggers for WIIFY (What’s in it for you?),

12-15, 237
type styles, 113-114
typography in numeric graphics, 127-128

U–V
uncertain phrases, avoiding, 179
Uncover option (PowerPoint), 208
Unique Selling Proposition (USP), 81

Valentine, Don, xxv, xxvii
Valenzeula, Gary, 74
verbal linkages. See external linkages;

internal linkages
Verbalization, 163-165, 221, 231-232
Verbiage, 176-181
vertical labels on end, avoiding, 128
videoconferencing (virtual presentations),

216, 219
virtual presentations

advantages of, 215-216
attending, 220
audience participation, 222-223
future of, 227
operational overview, 216-220
preparation for, 220-222
tips and techniques, 223-227
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virtual whiteboard (virtual 
presentations), 218

visual styling in text graphics, 116-119
visualizing the audience (virtual 

presentations), 225
voice during virtual presentations, 225-226

W–Z
Wallechinsky, David, 231
Warhol, Andy, 168
Warmenhoven, Dan, 5, 80, 93
Warnock, John, 37
Web conferencing. See virtual

presentations
Wedge option (PowerPoint), 209-211
Weissman, Jerry, 183-184
Wellfleet, 193-194
What’s in it for you?. See WIIFY
Wheel option (PowerPoint), 209-211
WIIFY (What’s in it for you?), 11-12

avoiding in graphics, 158-159
defining, 237
incorrect “you,” 15-19
triggers for, 12-15, 237

Williams, Brian, 95
Wills, Garry, 166
Wipe Down option (PowerPoint), 209
Wipe From Bottom option (PowerPoint), 209
Wipe From Left option (PowerPoint), 

205-206
Wipe From Right option (PowerPoint), 206
Wipe From Top option (PowerPoint), 209
Wipe Left option (PowerPoint), 206
Wipe Right option (PowerPoint), 205-206
Wipe Up option (PowerPoint), 209
wordwrap, 105
written language versus spoken language,

25-26

Yahoo!, xxxiii, 74-75
Yang, Jerry, 74
yin/yang icons, 146
“you,” power of, 19
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